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1. Introduction 

Central projection is the basic functional model for photo
triangulation in analytical photogrammetry. A pencil of rays is 
considered as the geometrical equivalent of the photographic ima
ging process. The path of light through the lens system is neg
lected and replaced by a projection centre. Furthermore, object 
point, projection centre and corresponding image point are sup
posed to lie on a straight line which in fact is true for light 
propagating in a homogeneous and isotropic medium. For the majo
rity of photogrammetric applications these assumptions are at 
least a sufficient approximation for the photographic imaging 
process. Deviations from ideal central projection are usually 
compensated by additional parameters describing the deviations 
effects in the image plane (e.g. lens distortion, atmospheric re
fraction, film unflatness and deformation) . 

Such a procedure becomes questionable, if light refracting sur
faces between object and projection centre cause refracted rays. 
The collinearity condition may be fundamentally disturbed. A more 
detailed functional model for this photogrammetric field of acti
vity, often called two-media or generally multi-media photogram
metry, should be applied. After the pioneer work of Zaar and Rin
ner in 1948 dealing with the optical and geometrical theory of 
two-media photogrammetry, the orientation problem in multi-media 
photogrammetry ha~ often been investigated (e.g. Konecny et ale 
1970, Hohle 1971, Okamoto et ale 1972, Girndt 1973). But, numeri
cal procedures for general phototriangulation which are the topic 
of this paper have hardly been dicussed (Okamoto 1982, 1984; 
Kotowski 1987). Basic idea for an appropriate functional model is 
the integration of a modified ray tracing procedure into bundle 
triangulation. Besides image orientation and object point coordi
nates, parameters defining position and shape of refracting sur
faces as well as relative refracting indices may be simultaneous
ly introduced as unknowns in a phototriangulation. The model is 
not restricted to refracting planes or spheres as long as homolo
gous rays can be identified and can also be adapted to geodetic 
direction bundles measured with a theodolite. 

2. Ray tracing through refracting surfaces 

The term ray tracing originates from geometrical optics and de
notes a method to determine the path of light rays through an op
tical system with elementary laws of geometrical optics. The ray 
tracing procedure is closely related to the detection of image 
aberrations with reference to an ideal optical system. According 
to Born / Wolf 1964, p.143 an optical system images perfectly, if 
every curve in object space has a corresponding curve in image 
space which is geometrically similar. For the following brief 
description of the ray tracing procedure in geometrical optics it 
will be assumed that the parameters of an optical system are gi
ven. Then, a ray of light starting from an arbitrarily chosen 
point object space th a given initial propagation direction 
is traced through the optical system by successive application of 



the laws of refraction and reflection. Starting from the same ob
ject point this procedure is repeated, but with different initial 
propagation directions. If perfectly imaged, all rays in image 
space should intersect in a common image point. It becomes ob
vious that the ray tracing procedure is able to detect deviations 
from stigmatic imaging (e.g. spherical aberration, coma, astigma
tism, curvature of the image field and chromatic aberration). 
Furthermore, the application of the above mentioned procedure to 
a group of object points lying in a plane should lead to image 
points lying in a plane, as well. Considering the intersection of 
two planes, points on a straight line in object space should con
sequently lie on a straight line in image space, if perfectly 
imaged. A deviation from this condition is called optical distor
tion and may also be detected by ray tracing (Herzberger 1958, 
Cox 1964). 

Since the ray tracing formula are well suited for programming 
on computers, this method has become a most helpful tool in de
signing imaging optical instruments perfectly, as far as possi
ble. Refracting power, shape and relative position of each compo
nent of an optical system have to be chosen in a way that all 
rays propagating from a point in object space to the correspon
ding image point have equal optical path length according to the 
principle of Fermat. Inspired by this basic idea from geometrical 
optics, the problem of ray tracing will now be treated in a modi
fied manner to develop an algorithm for the purposes of multi-me
dia photogrammetry. The result will be a compact module which can 
be integrated into the concept of bundle triangulation. 

According to fig. 1 a ray of light starts from a point Po (Xo, 
Yo ,Zo) and propagates to PP+l (XP+l ,YP+l ,ZP+l) through p refrac
ting surfaces. The p refracting surfaces are separating homoge
neous, isotropic media with the refracting indices nl (ni¢ni+l). 

fig. 1 

\ 
\ 

ray tracing through p refracting surfaces 
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In general a ray between Po and PP+l will be refracted at each 
refracting surface. Momentarily it will be assumed that the coor
dinates of Po and PP+l are given, as well as the refracting sur
faces by their implicit functions Fit = Fit (X, Y,Z), i = 1, .. ,p. 
All parameters should refer to the same set of cartesian rectan
gular axes. Asking for the coordinates of the refraction points 
PI ,P2 , •• ,PP the following conditions can be formulated: 

1.) Surface equation, each refraction point Pt lies on the cor
responding refracting surface Fit 

Fli (Xi, Yi, Zi) = 0 (2.1) 

i = 1,2, ... ,p 

2.) At Pt Snell's law of refraction is fulfilled 

F2i = ni sin ~i - ni+l sin ~i+l = 0 (2.2a) 

resp. 

F2i = vi 1 - cos 2 ~i - ri vi 1 - cos 2 ~i+l = 0 (2.2b) 

with ri = ni+l / ni 

The cosines of al and a2 can be expressed by the following 
scalar products : 

(Xi-l 

NI . (Xi-l - Xi) 
cos ~1' = (2 2c) 

1Ni l - 1Xi-l - Xi' · 

cos ~i+l = 
NI . (Xi - Xi+l) 

1Ni l - 1Xi - Xi+l l 

with the vector components 

= [ 
- Xi) ...... = [ 

(2 • 2d) 

(Xi - Xi+l) ...... = [ 

A sUbstitution of (2.2c) and (2.2d) into (2.2b) leads to: 

= 0 (2.2e) 
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3.) Coplanarity condition, 
the surface normal Nt of FIi in Pi, the incident ray Pi-l ,Pi 
and the refracted ray Pi ,Pi+I lie in a common plane. In a 
strict sense this coplanarity condition is a component of 
Snell's law of refraction (Herzberger 1958, p.S), but is ex
plicitly mentioned here to emphasize the basic equations for 
the ray tracing algorithm 

Xi-l - X' 1 Yi-l - y. 
1 

F3i = Xi - Xi+l y. Yi+l 1 

F1.x)p. ( F1y)p. 
1 1 

written in matrix notation : 

with the scew symmetrical matrix 

o 
(FIZ)p. 

1 
(-Fly)p. 

1 

(-FIZ)p. 
1 

o 
( FIX)p. 

1 

Zi-l - Z· 1 

Z· 1 - Zi+l 0 (2.3a) 

(F 1Z )p. 
1 

o (2 • 3b) 

According to (2.1 - 2.3), three condition equations can be for
mulated for each refraction point Pi. By solving the resulting 
non-linear equation system iteratively - e.g. with the Gauss-New
ton-procedure - the coordinates of the refraction points Pi can 
be determined. Initial values for the unknown coordinates can be 
derived by calculating the intersection points between the 
straight line Po ,PP+I and the refracting surfaces FIt. 

Although the formulation and solution strategy of the ray tra
cing problem is different compared to geometrical optics, the 
mathematical setup is identical justifying the transfer of the 
term ray tracing for the purpose of multi-media photogrammetry. 
The basic formula (2.1-2.3) for ray tracing in multi-media photo
grammetry are more a kind of framework, since the refracting sur
faces are given in a general form by the implicit functions 
Fit (X,Y,Z)=O without assumptions concerning shape and spatial po
sition. Depending on the physical situation suitable functions 
for the refracting surfaces can be selected (Kotowski 1987) : 

* Second order surfaces 

Fl = X·A X + 2a·X + a = 0 (2.4) 

mit x· = (X,Y,Z) • (a 1 ,a 2,a 3) a = 

a1. 1 a1.2 a1. 3 
A = a 21 a 22 a 23 und a' . = a' . fur i;z!j 1J J1 

a 31 a 32 a 3 3 
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Second order surfaces include the case of refracting planes, 
if the elements of matrix A are zero : 

(2.5) 

und d = a 

* Undulating surfaces (cf. Okamoto 1984); defined in a suitable 
wave coordinate system 

(2 • 6) 

with 

k = 211 / A 

H - amplitude 

A - wave length 

Xo - phase shift 

3. Integration of ray tracing into bundle triangulation 

The conventional concept for bundle triangulation is based on 
central projection, where the image coordinates are described as 
a function of the interior and exterior image orientation and the 
object point coordinates. For the purpose of this paper it will 
be advantageous to split the collinearity equations into a spa
tial shift and rotation followed by the projection into the image 
plane (e.g. Wester-Ebbinghaus 1985) : 

spatial shift and rotation : 

X~. 
1J 

X. 1 - XOj 

Y~. = D. (U.,4>.,>c.) Y. - YOj 1J J J J J 1 

z*' Z. - ZOj .. 
1J 1 

projection into the image plane 

[

x .. [ 
Y~~ = 

with : 

Z~. 
1J 

i, j, k - index for points, bundles, cameras 

xl = (Xi,Yi,Zi) object point coordinates 

XOj = (XOj,YOj,ZOj) - projection centre coordinates 

(3.2) 

Dj = (Uj,4>j,>Cj) orthogonal rotation matrix to transform 
the object system parallel to the image 
coordinate system 

c k 
x .. , y .. 1J 1J 

camera konstant of camera k 

image point coordinates of object point 
Pi in image system j 
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principle point coordinates of camera k 

image error functions of camera k 

The correction terms dXk, dYk are an effective tool to compen
sate the effects of a wide range of deviations from central pro
jection (e.g. lens distortion, atmospheric refraction, film un
flatness and deformation). But, their efficiency for phototrian
gulation in multi-media photogrammetry is limited to some special 
configurations with refracting surfaces like a centred spherical 
window or planes perpendicular to the optical axis; Kotowski 
1987. Violations of collinearity caused by light refracting sur
faces require the development of a more detailed functional model 
which is able to define simultaneously the spatial position of 
the refracted rays. This idea can be realized by integrating the 
ray tracing algorithm (cf. section 2.) into the standard funtio
nal model for bundle triangulation. With respect to practical ap
plications it will be distinguished whether the position of the 
light refracting surfaces is invariant to the surveying object or 
to the camera. 

3.1 Object invariant refracting surfaces 

Refracting surfaces within a photogrammetric image block which 
do not change their relative position during the photogrammetric 
observation period are called object invariant (fig. 2). Configu
rations of this type arise, if the object is located in closed or 
inaccessible areas requiring an observation from outside. Practi
cal applications can be found in elementary particle physics in 
order to calculate the spatial position of bubble chamber tracks 
(e.g. Bullock 1971) and in hydrodynamics to determine the flow 
characteristics of liquids (Hohle 1971, Jacobi 1980, Phillips 
1981). In general, mapping of the ocean floor in shallow water by 
means of aerial photogrammetry belong to this category, as well. 
But, the problem becomes more complicated compared to laboratory 
conditions caused by a dynamic and usually undulated water sur
face (Okamoto 1984), by irregularities of the water's refraction 
index and by limited water penetration due to light absorption 
and scattering (e.g. Helgeson 1970, Masry et al. 1980, Fryer et 
al. 1985, Linke 1985). 

For object invariant refracting surfaces it is advantageous to 
parameterize the refracting surfaces in the object coordinate sy
stem X,Y,Z. The coordinates ~1k (with k=1,2, ... ,p for p refrac
ting surfaces) of the refraction points of each ray between pro
jection centre OJ and object point Pi are calculated by ray tra
cing (fig. 3). The object point coordinates ~1 in eq. (3.1) are 
then replaced by the coordinates ~11 of the refraction point 
lying next to the projection centre : 

ray tracing in the object coordinate system 

-k k k k k 
Xi = fS (Xi, Xoj, A , a , a , r ) (3.3) 

k k k A , a , a 
rk 

surface parameters of p refracting surfaces 

relative refraction indices 

k = 1,2,,, .... ,p 
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spatial shift and rotation .. .. 

X~. X1 - XOj 1J 1 
Y~. = D. (W.,<P.,lC.) Y1 YOj (3 .. 4) 1J J J J J 1 
Z~. Z1 - ZOj 1J 1 

projection into the image plane 

[ 
X .. 

[ Ck [ 
X~. 

I [ 
XOk 

I [ 
dXk 

I 
1J = 1J + - -- y~. + (3 .. 2) y .. 

Z~. YOk dYk 1J 1J 1J 

°2 

01 1 °3 \ I 

fig. 2 

ray 
eq. 

fig .. 3 

Object 

1 
Exposure direction of a 
photogrammetric bundle 

object invariant refracting surfaces T1 and T2 in a 
formation of bundles 01, 02, 03 
(ground plan projection) 

tracing spatial shift and rotation projection 
(3 .. 3) 1----+ eq. (3.4) ~ eq. (3 .. 2) 

ray tracing in the superior object coordinate system 
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3.2 Bundle invariant refracting surfaces 

Refracting surfaces which do not change their relative position 
to each bundle during the observation period are called bundle 
invariant (fig. 4). These configurations are mainly found for ap
plications in underwater photogrammetry (Newton 1984), if the ca
mera is embedded in a watertight and pressure-proven housing 
(e.g. Pollio 1971, TorlegArd et ale 1974, Baldwin et ale 1982, 
Turner et ale 1982, Baldwin 1984, Dorrer 1986, Fraser et ale 
1986, Kotowski et ale 1988). Bundle invariant ray tracing within 
bundle triangulation seems also to be an adequate tool to descri
be the imaging geometry of fish-eye optics (Hellmeier 1983). 

In opposition to the object invariant case it is now advanta
geous to parame ze the refracting surfaces in the local bundle 
coordinate system X* ,Y* ,Z*. The coordinates of the refraction 
points are calculated by ray tracing after the spatial shift and 
rotation of the superior object coordinate system into the local 
bundle system (see fig. 5). 

fig .. 4 

spatial 

Object 

1 Exposure direction of a 
photogrammetric bundle 

bundle invariant refracting surfaces Tl and T2 in a 
formation of bundles 01, 02, 03 
(ground plan projection) 

shift and rotation. ray tracing projection 
eq .. (3 .. 1) ~ eq. (3.5) ~ eq. (3 .. 6) 

fig. 5 : ray tracing in the local bundle coordinate system 

Again the basic collinearity equations (3.1 - 3.2) can be 
applied, if the coordinates ~1Jl of the refraction point lying 
next to the projection centre are used instead of the shifted and 
rotated object point coordinates ~*1j 
spatial shift and rotation : 

X~. X. - XOj 1J 1 
Y~. = D.(w,,<t>.,x.) Y. - YOj (3 .. 1) 

1J J J J J 1 
Z~. Z. - ZOj 1J 1 
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ray tracing in the local bundle coordinate system 

-k "" k k k k 
Xij = fS ( Xij, A , a , a I r ) (3 .. 5) 

k k k A , a , a surface parameters of p refracting surfaces 
rk relative refraction indices 

k = 1,2, .•. ,p 

projection into the image plane 

[
X. 'I Y~~ = Z1. 

1J 

(3 .. 6) 

The equation system (3.1)-(3.6) describe in general the func
tional model for phototriangulation in multi-media photogrammetry 
which allows to determine simultaneously position and shape of 
light refracting surfaces and relative refraction indices within 
a least squares adjustment. By switching off the ray tracing al
gorithm individually for each observed image point it is possible 
to process non-refracted rays or non-refracted bundles, as well. 
Thus, the standard model for bundle triangulation is included as 
a special case .. 

Although the derivations are performed for photogrammetric 
bundles, they can also be applied to geodetic direction bundles 
measured with a theodolite, if the projection into the image 
plane Ceq. 3.2, 3.6) is replaced by projecting the rays onto the 
planes of the theodolite's graduated circles (e.g. Wester-Ebbing
haus 1985, Kotowski 1987) .. 

3.3 ~ombined adjustment in multi-media photogrammetry 

Image coordinates and measured geodetic direction bundles are 
usually considered as primary information for bundle triangula
tion. But, within practical projects various additional informa
tion can often be acquired without effort. Analytical and numeri
cal procedures provide a proper basis for simultaneous processing 
of all available information. Stabilization of the network geome
try and increased mutual controllability are essential reasons to 
recommend combined adjustment on principle. For phototriangula
tion in multi-media photogrammetry these aspects should be con
sidered, as well. With respect to refracting surfaces and refrac
tion indices the observation net has to be designed that a suffi
cient determinability for all multi-media parameters is guaran
teed. Ill-conditioned geometry can be avoided, if a simultaneous 
processing of additional observation is provided. A priori infor
mation about : 
- refraction indices of different media, 
- shape of refracting surfaces, 
- spatial position of refracting surfaces, 
- relative position of different refracting surfaces, 
- relative position between refracting surfaces and object points 

or projection centres 



should participate in the adjustment with appropriate weight. 
Based on the combined adjustment program MOR-S (Wester-Ebbinghaus 
1983, Hinsken 1985) such a program for phototriangulation in mul
ti-media photogrammetry has been developped. With this program 
the presented functional model has been successfully applied in 
investigations with simulated and real data (Kotowski 1987, Ko
towski et ale 1988). 

4 .. 

An extended func model for bundle angulation is pre-
sented. It allows a simultaneous parametrization and estimation 
of general re surfaces, their spatial position and diffe
rent indices of refraction by implementing a generally formulated 
ray tracing algorithm into the model for bundle triangulation. 
The extended model can be applied to photogrammetric bundles and 
geodetic direction bundles and offers the handling of object in
variant and bundle invariant refracting surfaces. 

Additional refracting surfaces usually sturb stigmatic ima-
ging and complicate the identification of homologous rays. The 
development of improved measurement techniques on the basis of 
ray tracing recommended to avoid a drop-down of measuring ac
curacy. Concerning stereo restitution of mul -media images in 
Analytical Plotters the on-line loop should be extended by inte
grating a ray tracing algorithm. 
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